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PREFACE

This working paper is the ninth study completed in the context of

a research project on technology, products and income distribution.

This is a research project being carried out jointly by the Technology

and Employment Programme and the Income Distribution and Employment

Programme of the ILO's World Employment Programme. Some 8 to 10 country

case studies, prepared under this project, are planned to be published

in a single volume towards the end of 1962.

The central objective of the project is to determine the extent to

which an improvement in income distribution (including, inter alia, the

alleviation of poverty in the rural areas of developing countries) is

likely to be consistent with the consumption of goods and services produced

using labour-intensive technologies, thereby generating employment. Such

consistency between the consumption and production sides of the economy

has been a crucial assumption in the formulation of employment-oriented

development strategies, although it has not yet been rigorously tested.

After the completion of all the case studies, it is anticipated that it

may be possible to formulate recommendations regarding policy in respect

of the improvement and expansion of marketing channels for appropriate

products (i.e. products that satisfy basic needs) and how consumers can

be induced to buy these products which, given their income, satisfy their

basic needs most efficiently.

This paper is the result of the author's graduate work at Yale

University. It provides an analysis which demonstrates that the addition

of buses would be cost effective. Further, the model simulates the im-

pact of the increased bus service on the demand for other modes of transport

- a useful result for planners. The household survey conducted for this

study shows that a smaller percentage of the poorest income group has a

bus available to it as compared to the middle income groups. This suggests

that there is a frustrated demand for buses. Simulations of the model

support this result by showing that about 18% more trips by bus would have

been undertaken had the bus been available to everyone in the sample.

A. Bhalla F. Paukert
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM

A. Introduction

From a fishing town of less than a half million inhabi—

tants in 1947, Karachi has grown to a thriving metropolis of

six million. The six percent average annual growth rate of

population during the last two decades has resulted in

increasing problems in city services, particularly passenger

transport. This paper identifies some of the major problems

besetting Karachi's transportation system and, based on an

analysis of household data, suggests some remedies to ease

the situation.

Most people in Karachi will be quick to point out that

Karachi has an acute transportation problem. The major

problem is one of a shortage of public transportation as

demonstrated by overcrowded buses and throngs of people seen

every morning waiting for some means of transportation.

Other problems include the total unavailability of public

transport (especially buses) in some areas, the dangers

involved in using public transport, the lack of clear side—

walks, and the congestion along certain roads during peak

hours. A detailed description of the Karachi transport sec—

tor follows in the next section.

The main objective of this study is to make suggestions

on how to improve the transport situation in Karachi. While

there is no dearth of such suggestions from Karachi resi-

- 1 —
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dents, it is necessary to provide a framework within which

the consequences of the recommendations may be evaluated.

Do the benefits to residents from the suggested changes out—

weigh the costs? What is the effect of the policy change on

the demand for each mode? In order to answer these ques—

tions, the paper estimates a joint choice probabilistic

model of mode ownership and mode to work.

The advantages to such a model will become clear later.

One of the advantages that is worth pointing out at this

stage is that the model may be estimated using a relatively

small sample.

A 400 household survey was conducted for the purpose of

this study. In addition to questions on income and expendi—

ture, there were detailed questions regarding the travel

behavior of each member of the household. The sample was

stratified by categories of income and distance to the cen—

ter of city.

- Concern in Karachi's transport system is not new. Sev—

eral studiesl have made recommendations to reduce the prob—

lems, the most notable being those by the Master Plan Office

(MPO) of the Karachi Development Authority. Evolved out of

a United Nations Development Program grant to the city, the

MPO has published many reports on Karachi's transport sys—

tem. Most of these studies were done jointly with experts

See, for example, Eses ay (1975).
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from the United Nations and two international consulting

firms, PADCO and TERPLAN. Many of the recommendations made

in this paper are similar to their proposals. This study

strengthens some of the conclusions reached by other stud—

ies. However, it goes one step further in that it measures

the effects of carrying out the proposals on the pattern of

demand for various modes, and conducts a cost benefit analy—

sis of one of the major recommendations.

Outside the developed countries, few studies have

attempted to measure such parameters as the value of time or

demand elasticities of various modes which are useful in

evaluating policy changes. To my knowledge, none of the

studies used probabilistic models which are best suited to

infer the value of time. This is the first study of its

kind to allow one to compare travel demand behavior in a

developing country with those in developed countries. It

also makes a contribution to the small but growing litera—

ture on multimodal probabilistic models and the yet smaller

field of joint choice probabilistic model

B. The Transport Sector in Karachi

Buses, with their regulated fares of 25 paisa to Rs. 1.00

(100 paisa = Its. 1.00 = 10c US), are by far the most impor—

tant mode of transportation for the majority of the resi—

dents. Yet this is precisely the mode of transport where

the supply has lagged behind its demand over the years.



Table 1 shows the growth of various motorized vehicles in

Karachi. The data on buses, in addition to private and pub—

lic city buses, includes buses belonging to various organi—

zations and businesses, inter—city buses, and contract car—

riers. The latter are private buses typically hired by

community where commuters pay a fixed sum of money per month

and are guaranteed a seat. In 1979, of the total of 7530

buses, only 1760 were available for public transportation

within the city (Table 2). While the total number of regis—

tered buses has been growing fairly rapidly, the number of

city buses available for public transit has shown little

growth. Bus capacity has been increasing somewhat with the

introduction of the newer Fiat buses. However, the Bedford

buses are still by far the most popular.

+ +

I
1 TABLE 1

i
I REGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLES BY TYPE

1
1 Year Cars Motor Taxis Motor Buses Trucks Others Total

I Cycles Rickshaws

1 1971 27432 15609 3366 6458 1296 3714 1157 59032

I 1972 32109 21634 3772 6458 1174 4022 2110 71279

I 1973 34339 25913 3956 6561 1215 4400 2034 78418

I 1974 38495 31214 4331 6855 1595 5158 3292 90940

i 1975* 33143 31766 3334 6404 1472 3955 3293 83367

1 1976 37200 41140 2836 6532 2853 4304 5103 99968

1 1977 61321 61139 5481 6266 4133 5431 4569 148340

1 1978 73668 82037 6154 6466 4853 6245 8109 187532

1 1979**133134 116030 11858 13860 7530 13784 16832 313028

1
1 Source: Motor Vehicles Registry Data

i * the decline is due to the discontinuance of registering very

i old cars.
1 ** the increase is partly due to stricter enforcement o

f

i registration.
1



About two—thirds of the city buses are privately owned

(Table 2). In absolute terms, the number of private city

buses decreased from 1200 in 1955 to 800 (of which 700 were

on the road) in 1971. By 1979, of the 1163 privately regis—

tered city buses, about 800 were on the road. The decline

in private buses since 1955 despite rapid population growth

is primarily caused by the fare structure which has been

kept very low due to political reasons. At a fare of US one

cent for a three mile bus trip in December 1974, a World

Bank study found Karachi fares to be the lowest in the

world. In 1956, bus fares were reduced from an average of

four paisa per passenger mile to two and a half paisa per

passenger mile. In June 1979, fares averaged about five

paisa per passenger mile. Presently they stand at about

eight paisa per passenger mile2.

n the public sector, only 350 of the 600 buses owned by

the public sector were on the road in September 1979. Oth—

ers were unoperational for lack of spare parts or other

repairs. While a marked improvement from the early 70s when

less than 200 of a total fleet of 800 public sector buses

were typically on the road, it is not surprising to find the

private sector better able to maintain its •buses despite low

fares. Of the 350 public buses on the road in 1979, 100

were used exclusively by students at a fare of 25 paisa

4 regardless of distance.

2 Per capita income in Pakistan is 245 per year.
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TABLE 2

COMPOSITION OF REGISTERED VEHICLES

(1979)

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
1) Buses 1760

a) private 1163

b) public 597
2) Minibuses 2908

3) Taxis 11858

4) Motor Rickshaws 13860

Sub—total 30386

PRIVATE TRANSPORT
1) Cars and jeeps 133134

2) Motor cycles 116030

Sub—total 249164

CAM) AND OTHERS
1) Trucks 13784

2) Vans and Pickups 13924

3) Other buses 5770

Sub—total 33478

TOTAL MOTORIZED VEHICLES 313028

ANIMAL DRIVEN VEHICLES

1) Donkey carts 1530

2) Tongas 180

3) Victoria 142

4) Camel carts 100

TOTAL 1952

Source: MPO (1979).

Bus frequencies are generally good. Most routes have a

headway of less than half an hour. Based on household

interviews conducted for this study in the summer of 1979,

the average waiting time for a trip to work by bus was 8.5

minutes for areas within three miles of the center of city,

10.4 minutes for areas between three and five miles, and

13.7 minutes for areas further than five miles. However,

these may underestimate the waiting time since some poten—



tial passengers may have chosen other transport modes after

waiting for some time.

There is considerable variation in bus intervals even on

the same route. In a study conducted by the MPO3 in 1971,

the interval between buses was often twice the mean interval

for the sample. This was not due to congestion but rather

the practice of waiting for the bus to fill up before leav—

ing. Average speeds ranged from 10 to 14 m.p.h. with little

variation throughout the day. (The effect of increased con—

gestion during peak hours was compensated for by the

decreased need of waiting at stops to pick up additional

passengers.) In the sample for this study, the average

speed for trips to work by bus was just over 12 m.p.h.

According to the large household survey conducted by the

MPO in 1971, the number of trips to work by personal motor—

ized modes such as cars, motorcycles, taxis, and rickshaws

was less than 10% of total trips to work. Walking and bicy—

cle accounted for 39.7%, while buses, trams, rail, and

launch (passenger ferry) comprised 50.7% (Table 3).

The average trip length was over five miles for the mass

transportation and personal motorized mode categories (Table

4). Walking and bicycle trips tended to be very short. In

terms of passenger miles, mass transportation accounts for

76.3% of all trips to work (Table 5). The main component

3 See MPO (1974).
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TABLE 3

DAILY TRIPS BY MODE AND PURPOSE

(in thousands)

Purpose walk/ bus,tram, car,taxi, total

cycle rail,launch rick,mbike

Work 732 933 177 1842

School 645 145 16 806

Business/Shop 1523 124 124 1771

Social/Recreat 1164 33 574 1771

Total 4064 1235 .891 6190

Percent 65.7 19.9 14.4 100.0

Source: MPO (1974)

TABLE 4

AVERAGE TRIP LENGTH BY MODE AND PURPOSE
(in miles)

Purpose

Work
School
Business/Shop
Social/Recreat
All trips

walk/
cycle
1.05
0.60
0.35
0.20
0.47

Source: MPO (1974).

bus, tram,
rail, launch
5.82
4.05
3.00
3.52
5.27

car, taxi,
rick, mbike
5.19
3.81
5.00
4.99
5.01

total

3.86
1.29
0.86
1.82
2.08

(86.4%) of mass transportation is bus (Table 6).

Based on demand projections carried out by the MPO in

1971, the Office recommended an increase in the number of

buses to 2580 by 1977 in addition to 'a recommendation to

upgrade the tram or street car system. The trams have since

been discontinued and yet the current bus fleet comes

nowhere close to the figure projected for 1977. To some
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I
TABLE 5 i

i
DAILY PASSENGER MILES BY MODE AND PURPOSE i

(in thousands) i
i

Purpose walk/ bus,tram, car,taxi, total I

cycle, rail,launch rick,mbike i

Work 768 5432 918 7118 i
School 388 587 61 1036 1

Business/Shop 534 372 620 1526 I

Social/Recreat 233 116 2867 3216 I

TOTAL 1923 6507 4466 12896 I

Percent 14.9 50.5 34.6 100.0 i
i

Source: MPO (1974). i
i

 +

TABLE 6

DAILY PASSENGER MILES BY MOTORIZED MODES
(in thousands)

Mode Passenger miles Percent
per day

Bus 5623 51.2

Tram 62 0.6

Train 800 7.2

Launch 22 0.2

Sub—total 6507 59.3

Taxi
Motor rickshaw

Sub—total

Car
Motorcycle

Sub—total

TOTAL

Source: MPO (1974).

909
1078
1987

1905
574
2479

8.3
9.8
18.1

17.4
5.2
22.6

10973 100.0

extent the frustrated demand has been picked up by the

unanticipated dramatic rise in minibuses. However, there

seems to be a case for increasing bus service, particularly
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in view of the fact that most buses are completely full and
A

have passengers hanging out of windows and precariously bal—

anced in doorways.

Privately owned minibuses were first introduced in 1972

and meant to serve as 14 passenger wagons. However,

early 1979 they typically carried 18 or 19 passengers at

regulated fares of Rs.0.75 to Rs.1.25 per person. Known as

yellow devils or yellow deathtraps depending on whether one

dodges them or rides them, they have helped fill a gap

between overcrowded buses on the one hand and expensive

rickshaws and taxis on the other.

As of September 1979, there were about 3000 minibuses

registered in Karachi, of which about 125 were out of ser—

vice. While almost all minibuses up to early 1979 were 14

passenger Ford vans, the last two years have seen a huge

increase in the number of diesel powered 26 passenger Mazda

minibuses. Because of the import duty structure and the

cheaper cost of diesel, both the purchase cost and operating

cost of the Mazda is lower. The increased capacity also

makes it much more desirable. With the exception of routes

to areas further than five miles from the center of town,

the average waiting time for minibuses in the sample for

this study were a little higher than for buses. This may

reflect the fact that minibuses are more likely than buses

to get full as they get closer to town, so that one has to

wait longer near the center of town. Average speeds for
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minibuses are about 25% faster than buses. They are

significantly more comfortable than buses if one has a seat,

but the comfort advantage is doubtful if one has to crouch

standing.

Although the number of taxis has doubled over the last

decade, the number of motor rickshaws (3 wheeled motorcycles

meant to carry two passengers in addition to the driver)

remained constant up to the end of 1978. While fares for

both modes remained low (Rs.0.70 and Rs.1.00 per mile in

early 1979) up to 1979, it is not clear why taxis have grown

relative to motor rickshaws. Part of the reason may be the

growth of minibuses which has detracted more from rickshaw

than taxi demand. Due to the high level of noise and smoke

pollution coupled with a high risk of accidents, additional

rickshaws may not be desirable. In 1979, due to an increase

in their fares, the number of both rickshaws and taxis

increased dramatically. By early 1981, taxi fares stood

Rs. 2.00/mile while rickshaw fares were Rs. 1.20/mile.

Almost all the taxi fleet is composed of small Japanese

cars with an engine size of less than 1300 cc. Due to a

significant import duty reduction, a large proportion are

• reconditioned cars from the early 70s. It is common to find

shared taxi rides during peak hours. These are often organ—

ized by the taxi driver who manages to obtain twice the

metered fare by charging each of four customers half the

metered fare. Taxi and rickshaw drivers often charge more
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than the metered fare even during non—peek hours. Depending

on the whim of the driver, the appearance of the customer

and his intended destination, they may charge 20% more as a

rule, and may even charge ten times the amount to newly

arrived foreigners. Comparing reported cost in the house—

hold survey for this study with the expected metered cost

for distance travelled, it was found that rickshaw and taxi

drivers charged about 20% over the expected fare.

Cars and motorcycles have exhibited a dramatic increase

over the last decade. The congestion on some major roads

due to this has led to the odd result of excluding buses and

animal—drawn vehicles from these roads. Cars, however, are

not used as inefficiently (in terms of utilization) as might

be expected due to the presence of extended families and

chauffeurs. Motorcycles also often serve as family trans—

portation. It is not an uncommon sight to see a couple with

three children on a motor scooter.

The motorcycle fleet is composed of either the Vespa

scooters or light motorcycles in the 50 cc to 90 cc range.

Duties (import duty plus sales tax) on motorcycles are 123%.

Most cars are small Japanese cars mainly because of the

escalating duty structure. Duties range from 127.5% on cars

with an engine size of less than 1000 cc to 485% on cars

over 1600 cc. Duties on spare parts are also high. Ninety

octane petrol sells for about $2.23 per US gallon.
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Bicycles are not used as much as one would expect in a

relatively flat city with little rain, and where the locally

manufactured bicycles are quite cheap. The use of bicycles

is limited primarily to certain domestic or unskilled work—

ers. This is due perhaps to the status consciousness of the

white collar workers who would prefer to ride a crowded bus

than be seen on a bicycle. Other reasons may be the strain

of riding a bicycle in the hot Karachi sun and the danger of

being knocked over by passing motorized vehicles. Traffic

laws are flagrantly violated due to an ineffective police

force and uneducated drivers
4.

Although a large number of trips are undertaken by foot

and bicycle, the average trip length is just over one mile

for trips to work, and one—fifth of a mile for social and

recreational trips (Tables 3 and 4). To a large extent this

is probably due to the non—availability of clear footpaths.

Where they exist, footpaths are often encroached upon by

pedlars, hawkers, small stalls and hand carts, leading the

pedestrians to take their chances weaving between motorized

and animal—drawn vehicular traffic, or choosing some other

mode of travel.

There is circular railway running from a suburb of Kara—

chi through the main industrial site to the center of the

4 The reader is referred to the Karachi Master Plan's 'Fi—

nal Report on Transportation' for a more elaborate descrip—

tion of the demand and supply characteristics of Karachi

transport during 1971 to 1973.
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city. It carries over 100,000 passengers daily. While used

heavily by residents of the suburb, relatively few passen—

gers embark en route. This is probably duo to its uncertain

scheduling and the presence of alternative modes such as bus

or minibus. According to a Master report,

'there is great scope for improvement in management and

scheduling. The railway infrastructure is of good quality

and the installed capacity can permit sizeable increases in

traffic without further investment5.'

Animal—drawn vehicles are on the decline in Karachi.

From a total of 8000 animal—drawn vehicles in 1971, the cur—

rent total stands at less than 2000. Table 2 gives a break

down of the various kinds of animal—drawn vehicles. While

tongas (small horse driven carts), donkey carts, and camel

carts are used primarily as a substitute for trucks, victo—

rifts (large stately horse drawn carriages) are used exclu—

sively for passenger transport.

C. Policy Questions and Choice of Model

In order to measure the impact of any policy changes on

demand, the planner needs to know demand elasticities for

public modes with respect to their fares and other attrib—

utes such as time taken. This is particularly important in

Karachi where both fares and petrol prices are controlled by

the government. Therefore, it is necessary to model the

5 MPO (1979), page 46.
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demand for a particular mode as a function of its own fare

and other fares. Thus the model would predict not only the

effect of a change in bus fare on the demand for buses but

on the demand for minibuses and rickshaws too.

Another useful parameter for policy purposes is the com—

muter's value of travel time. The calculation of values of

travel time and waiting time would be useful both for com—

parison purposes and in evaluating projects that result in a

decrease in travel or waiting time for a mode.

In addition to the above questions of mode choice or

modal split there are some other questions that may be of

use to the policy maker -- those of mode ownership. What

determines a household's decision to buy a car, motorcycle

or bicycle? How does an increase in the maintenance cost of

a car influence the decision to buy a car or motorcycle?

The questions raised in the first two paragraphs of this

section suggest some sort of . a modal split model. The more

sophisticated of the earlier modal split models expresses

the ratio of number of trips by car to the number of trips

by public transport from one zone to another as a function

of the time taken in each mode, the socio—economic charac—

teristics of the origin zone, and the land use characteris—

tics of the destination zone6. Although based on aggregated

6 See Fertal et. al. (1966) for descriptions of the conven—

tional approaches to modelling urban modal split.
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data, these models are behavioral and policy oriented.

However, the choice of two modes in the aggregate modal

split models appears to be restrictive and would have little

relevance in a less developed country which typically has a

rich variety of distinct modes. In addition, variables are

sometimes aggregated in ways that lose policy implications

of the model. For instance, the travel time attributes may

not distinguish between the waiting time for a mode and the

time spent in transit, so that a scheme to reduce only one

of these could not be evaluated.

The newer probabilistic models remove these shortcomings.

These models consider the probability of an individual mak—

ing a certain choice (eg. the choice of mode to work) as a

function of attributes oT the choice and socio—economic

characteristics of the individual. As such, they are behav—

ioral, are based on disaggregated data and are policy ori—

ented in that they are sensitive to changes in policy vari—

ables. In his summary paper, Stopher (1977) concludes that

probabilistic models are best suited to infer the value of

time.

Since the model includes such variables as value of time

(as a function of income) and fare, the estimated model can

yield demand elasticity estimates of these variables. The

coefficients can then be used to see which would be the pre—

ferred mode for persons of various income groups given the

characteristics of the trip and individual. A possible
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hypothesis is whether the bus is predicted to be the optimal

mode for certain groups of people but is not used due to its

unavailability. The probabilistic model would first be

estimated under the assumption that an individual can choose

bus only if the bus is available to the person. The

results of this model could then be compared with the uncon—

strained problem when the bus is available to all.

An important advantage of the probabilistic models is

that under certain assumptions, they can be derived from a

theory of stochastic utility maximization. Further the

decision set may include several modes and allows for joint

decisions such as the joint probability of buying a car and

going to work in a bus. If the joint nature of a decision

is ignored it may bias coefficient estimates. Decisions

such as whether or not to make a trip or the time of day to

make the trip can also be handled although they are usually

either difficult to model or data are unavailable.

While the probabilistic models are often laid out within

a general framework which allows for elaborate joint deci—

sions, few studies actually estimate the joint decisions.

Among these are Adler and Ben Akiva's (1977) study on shop—

ping trips and Lerman's (1977) study on choice of residen—

tial location, type of housing, automobile ownership, and

mode to work. More recently Train (1980) estimated a joint

choice model of mode ownership and mode to work based on .a

sample of households in the San Francisco area. Using
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Train's approach, this paper estimates a joint choice model

of mode ownership and mode to work based on household data

in Karachi.

There are several reasons for selecting to model this set

of joint decisions. The trip to work is a large percentage

of total trips made by the household (36.9% of all non—home

trips in our stratified sample). The primary use of public

transport is for the trip to work. The trip to work is made

to a fixed destination at a relatively fixed time of day and

its demand is inelastic. This allows us to ignore the

effect of a change in price on the decision either to go to

an alternate location or decide not to make the trip at all.

One would expect that the decision to buy a car or motor—

cycle is determined simultaneously with the decision to

choose a particular mode to work. If this were indeed the

case and the simultaneity ignored, coefficient estimates may

be biased. In addition, by modelling the joint decision it

would be possible to see the effect of an increase in petrol

price not only on the demand for a mode to work, but also on

the demand for car ownership. Using income and expenditures

on maintenance and depreciation as independent variables,

the mode ownership issues raised in the second paragraph of

this section could also be handled.

The next chapter first develops a general framework for

problems of discrete choice involving time and derives an

indirect utility function which is later used in the logit
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specification. It then shows how the joint choice model can

be derived from a theory of stochastic utility maximization.

Finally it explains how the model can be broken into its

components without losing the structure of the model and at

the 'same time allowing us to test the hypothesis that the

decisions are indeed jointly made. This breakup is neces—

sary to make the problem computationally tractable.



CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

A. A General Framework

Conventional utility maximizing models fail to capture

the demand for travel modes because they do not explicitly

treat the time spent in travelling. Several studies7 have

attempted to overcome this either by explicitly entering the

time spent in each mode directly in the utility function

(eg. Blackburn (1970), DeSerpa(1971), De Donnea (1972),

Bruzelius (1979)), or indirectly by recognizing that certain

activities take time and have different productive uses (eg.

Becker (1970)).

In order to highlight some interpretations on the value

of time, an extension of the DeSerpa model (leisure has been

added to his utility function) is first considered. Later

this model is modified to treat the special case of the mode

to work journey. The conclusions of the latter framework

serve as a basis for the nested logit model described in the

following section. The modified DeSerpa model is outlined

below:

(1.0) Max U(X ,L,T1,...,Tn)

(1.1) subject to /.
i=

• • < Y

7 See Bruzelius (1979), for a survey.
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(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

where X.
1

a.
1
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Ti ai

• 4- L = T°2

X L, T• > 0

is the consumption of good i,

i=

i=

, • • • n

the leisure time,

the time spent in activity i,

the price of good i,

the minimum time required to consume one unit of

good i (set by physical or institutional con—

straints -- a person may take more than the

minimum time if he enjoys the activity),

and T° the total time available for consuming goods

and leisure (the work decision is assumed to have

been made already).

The Lagrangian associated with the problem is

(2.0) ,Xn,L,T1,...,Tn) X(Y — 2 pix)

µ(T° — L 2 To 2 si(Ti aiXi)
i=1 i=1

First order conditions for a maximum are:

(2.1) au/axi xpi o iai = 0 i1,.  • • n

(2.2) äU/äL — j.t = 0

(2.3) au/aT.1 µ — 6i .= 0 i=1,...n

together with (1.2), (1.4), (1•5) and the complementary

slackness conditions:

(2.4) 6i(Ti aiXi) =
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Thus X is seen to be the marginal utility of income and p

the marginal utility of relaxing the total time constraint

by one unit or the marginal utility of time as a resource.

From (2.2) the latter equals the marginal utility of lei—

sure. The marginal rate of substitution of time as a

resource for income is p/X and is the value of time.

From (2.3) and (2.4), 6 = 0 for goods whose marginal

utility of time equals the marginal utility of leisure

(hence they are leisure goods) and the time spent on them

exceeds their minimum time requirement. Si is the marginal

utility of increasing the constraint Ti = 0 by one

unit, which is equivalent to decreasing the minimum time

requirement ai. It is the marginal utility of decreasing

commuting time by one unit -- the marginal utility of time

savings.

Dividing 2.3) by X and rearranging terms:

. — aULaT4
X X X

Thus the value of time savings in a particular activity

(mode) is the difference between the value of time as a

resource and the value of time spent in the activity (mode).

Since awaTi will typically be negative for commuting time,

the value of time savings will exceed the value of time as a

resource. Hence it is quite plausible to expect different

values of time savings for different activities and for

these values to exceed the value of leisure time.
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An individual's choice of mode to work does not readily

fit into the above framework for two reasons. First, the

individual only wants to make a fixed number of trips t

work per unit of time (one per day), and second, the number

of trips per period of time in a given mode must be an inte—

ger (0 or 1). To handle this and to be able to include

other attributes of the mode to work such as waiting time,

in—transit time and comfort which form a part of the utility

function, the following framework is proposed:

(3.0) Max U(X

(3.1) subject to 2. 
=
Pixi Xn+1 I Y

i

(3.2)

L =

1

X.i L" Z. > 0

3=

....Xn integers

where X. ...X are the 'n possible modes to work,

X
n+1 the composite commodity (the numeraire

good),

Z. the j th attribute of the transport

a,
1

mode (eg. waiting time),

the amount of the j th attribute in one

unit of mode i,
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and the other terms are as defined earlier.

Of the m attributes, q are ones that take time (waiting

time, in—transit time) and explicitly enter the total time

constraint.

Given a feasible vector (X1,....xn),

possible to calculate X
n+1 as a function

rom (3.1) it is

f Y and P1,...P

The Zj s are directly obtained from (3.2) as functions of

a. ...a- (j=1,...m). Using the Zjs thus obtained, L is
Jn

obtained as a function of T° from (3.3). Therefore, given a

solution vector (X1,...X ), the indirect utility function is

found as listed below:

(3.9) V(P

However, from (3.4), the only feasible solutions are of

the kind X =(0,...0,1,0,...0) where the 1 is in the i th

column. Taking a feasible solution to be Xi . 1, Xk = 0 for

all k

X
n+1

Z. = a..
31

an

j=1,...m

Therefore the indirect utility function associated with

feasible solution X. .1, Xk = 0 for all k

V -(P1, , Y ali,...ami,T°)

and is seen to a function only of the price and attributes

of the chosen mode. To solve the problem (3.0) then, all

that has to be done is evaluate the utility function for
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each of the n feasible solutions and choose the one that

yields the highest utility. This is precisely the logit

approach.

B. The Nested Logit Model

The nested logit model is a generalized version of the

multinomial logit mode18. An outline of the model as it

applies to the problem at hand is given below:

The consumer is assumed to face a joint decision of

choice of mode ownership indexed c = 1,...0 and mode to work

indexed n = 1,...N 9. The consumer derives utility Ucn for

alternative cn which is a function of the attributes of the

alternative. The attributes may be variables relating to

the consumer such as family size and household income, to

the choice of mode ownership c such as maintenance cost and

depreciation, to the choice of mode to work such as commut—

ing time, or interaction variables such as wage times the

commuting time. The consumer then chooses the alternative

that gives him the highest utility. All consumers are

assumed to have the same stochastic utility function Uen.

Not all attributes of the utility function are observed.

The unobserved variables will have some probability distr —

8 See Domencich and McFadden (1975) and McFadden (1977).
9 The set N c will vary according to c since it is assumed

that a person cannot decide not to own a car or motorcycle

but go to work in one.
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bution conditioned on the values of the observed variables.

If the observer knows the form of the utility function and

the probability distribution of the unobserved variables he

can make a probabilistic statement of the expected choice,

namely

(4) Pr
cn = Prob[Ucn>Ubm for bm

where Pr
cn denotes the probability of choosing cn.

Decompose U
cn into two components Vcn which is a func—

tion of the observed variables, and Ygen

'of the unobserved variables:

(5) U
cn
= y

cn cn

From (4) and (5)

(6) Pr . prob[Vcn+cn Ycn Yb

which is a function

for bm # cn]

It can be shown that if the unobserved variables are

independently and identically distributed and if the

Probt Ycn < Y I = exp[—e—Y]

(ie. if they have a Wiebull or extreme value distribu—

tion"), then the difference between the errors cn Ybm)

has a logistic distribution and the choice model is multino—

mia • ogitll:

e(7) Pr
en =xp(Vcn b=1 m=1

exp(Vbm

10 The Wiebull distribution is similar to the normal dis—

tribution but is slightly skewed and has fatter tails.
11 See McFadden (1975) for a proof of this proposition.
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An important implication of the above result is what is

called the independence of irrelevent alternatives (IA)

which says that the odds of choosing one alternative over

another are independent of the availability or non—avail—

ability of other unchosen alternatives. To see that this is

implied by the above result, note that

log(Prcni Prbm) v-cn Vbm

and hence the odds of choosing alternative en over bm is a

function of only the attributes of cn and bm.

The main advantage of the result is that new alternatives

may be introduced without reestimating the model once the

form of the utility function is established. This is possi—

ble because the addition of a new alternative does not alter

the relative odds with which the previous alternatives are

selected.

The IIA property is a major weakness in that it requires

all alternatives to be distinct so that no two alternatives

are close substitutes. If they are not distinct then a 'red

bus—blue bus' problem Occurs. Suppose a population faces

two alternatives, a red bus and a car and chooses a car with

probability 2/3. Now suppose a blue bus is introduced which

is exactly like the red bus except for the color. One would

expect that consumers would continue to use the car,with

probability 2/3 and be equally likely to take the blue or

red bus. However IIA predicts that the odds of choosing a

car over a red bus remain at 2 to 1 thus predicting that the
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new probabilities of choosing a car, red bus and. blue bus

are 1/2, 1/4, and 1/4 respectively. This counter—intuitive

result is due to the fact that blue buses and red buses are A

lumped together as one alternative rather than treated as

two independent alternatives. (The error terms ybm are

identical, yet they are assumed to be independent.) The

implication ofsthe red bus—blue bus problem is that care be

exercised in making sure that alternatives really are

regarded as distinct by the consumer. As will be explained

later, the nested logit model avoids the problem somewhat

since it no longer requires the joint choice model to be

multinomial logit.

In order to obtain an econometric model from (7) it is

necessary to specify a functional form for the systematic

component of the utility function VWe shall assume Vcn

is additively separable and linear in parameters, but not

necessarily in variables:

V = xtt
cn cn

where tis a column vector of attributes and X a vector of

coefficients of tcn.

Thus

(8)
 Prcn = exp(X 'tcn) / exp(Xstbm)

b=1 m=1

and X can be estimated by maximum likelihood techniques.

McFadden (1973) has shown that the log likelihood function

from (8) is concave and has a unique maximum.
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An alternate way to estimate X is to break up the joint

decision into two sequential decisions. First consider the

choice of mode to work conditional upon mode ownership and

then the marginal probability of mode ownership:

(9) Pr
cn = Prnic•

Let

Prc•

(10) V
cn 

pixn a t yc

where x
n is a vector of observed att

ributes which vary with

mode attributes of the work trip12 (eg. in—transit time),

and is a vector of observed attributes which vary only

with mode ownership (eg. depreciation cost). From (7) and

(10):

(11) Pr
n c

= exp(Pix
n
)

(12) Pr
c 

2 exp(vcmm=1

exp(a'Yc)
m=1

m=1

m=1

exp(Vcm

exp(Vxm), and

Nb

exp(vbm2
b=1 

2m=1

exp(Vxm)) /

2 exp(a'yb) 2 exp( ,,m)]m=1

12 The general model allows for xn to vary with both mode

ownership and mode attributes. However in this model x n=xn

since the variables such as in—transit time are indepenaent

of mode ownership.
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Define an- inclusive value

Nc

Ic = log[ exp(P'xn)1, then
n=1

(13) Prn c = exp(P'xn)/exp(Ic) and

(14) Prc = exp(a'yc 1c) /2 exp(a,,„ 4. )
b=1

A more intuitive interpretation of inclusive value in

this model is that it is the aggregate (summed over all

available modes) utility from the trip to work in each of

the mode ownerstip categories. It is the 'utility' from

each of the Available public modes and walking, plus the

'utility' from taking the owned mode to work. By estimating

(13) and (14) sequentially, one could economize on both the

number of parameters being estimated and the number of

alternatives at each stage. This results in computational

savings. Equation (13) is first estimated and the estimates

substituted in equation (14) to obtain a. The gain in com—

putational ease comes at the expense of some loss of effi—

ciency relative to direct estimation of the joint model.

An empirical generalization of the multinomial logit

model due to McFadden (1977) is to allow the inclusive value

in (13) to have a coefficient other than one:

(15) Prc = exp(a tyc (1—a)Ic 2 
b=1 

exp(a'yb +

where a is a parameter. The model is only consistent with

stochastic utility maximization for 0ia<1. If the coeffi—
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cient of
c is 1 (ie. a=0) then we have the 

multinomial

logit case. 0<a<1 and significantly different from zero

gives us the case when the joint choice model is valid. In

this case,a is an estimate of the unobserved errors in the

first stage of the model. a=1 implies that the two deci—

sions are in fact independent -- that the mode to work deci—

sion is independent of the mode ownership decision.

The best way to proceed is to first estimate (11) and

calculate I. Using these estimates of 1c estimate (15) andc 

test for the coefficient of 1c being different from one. If

not different from 1 then we are in the multinomial logit

world (a=0). If between 0 and 1 we have a nested logit

model which is consistent with stochastic utility maximiza—

tion. Other values of the coefficient lead us to reject the

joint choice model.

To illustrate the model consider a simple case where a

person makes the joint decision of whether or not to own a

car, and whether to go to work by car, bus or walking. If

this person is not allowed to decide not to buy a car but go

to work in one, he has five choices available to him as

shown in the lowest level of the tree in Figure (i).

Under the assumptions of the multinomial logit model

described earlier, one could now estimate the five alterna—

tive model directly. Note that the IIA property requires

all alternatives to be distinct. However the alternative

walk given he owns a car and walk given he does not own a
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Fi-gure i)

take 'car

Simple joint choice model

buy car

take b walk

not buy car

take bus walk

car are likely to be close substitutes, thus violating the

one of the assumptions of the multinomial logit model. By

breaking up the decision into the conditional probability of

choosing a mode to work given the decision to buy a car, and

the marginal probability of buying a car, the five alterna—

tive model is broken up into a two step estimation proce—

dure. The first step is a multinomial logit model of three

alternatives and the second a binomial logit model. The

logit structure is only imposed on the two smaller models.

In the first step one only requires the three modes car, bus

and walking to be distinct, while the second stage requires

the alternative not to own a car to be distinct from owning

a car. Direct estimation of the five alternative model is a

special case of the two stage procedure. The two stage pro—

cedure allows one to calculate the degree of similarity a

amongst the conditional sets of modes to work. With a=0 the

alternatives walk given car and walk given no car are indeed
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distinct and the five alternative model is multinomial

logit. Further the two stage procedure results in computa—

tional savings since there are fewer numbers of alternatives

and parameters estimated at each stage.

At this stage it is worth commenting on why it was neces—

sary to select a relatively complex estimation technique.

Using ordinary least squares (OLS) is not suitable for such

a probabilistic model for several reasons. Since the depen—

dent variable is a probability it is bounded by 0 and 1

whereas OLS predictions could well lie beyond these bounds.

A simple solution of regarding all predictions greater than

1 as 1 and those less than 0 as 0 generates bias. A more

sophisticated approach would be to use OLS subject to the

restriction that the dependent variable lie between 0 and 1.

However the procedure requires non—linear estimation which

is particularly difficult with the presence of hetroskedas—

ticity. Further, if one is willing to use a non—linear

estimation technique it is worthwhile to use a better sta—

tistical technique at the same time. OLS error terms are

hetroskedastic in this model since observations where the

probability is close to one—half have large variance whereas

observations at the extremes of the distributions have small

variance.
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C. Econometric Properties of the Logit Model

As an aid to understanding the results in Chapter 4, this

section interprets coefficient estimates, discusses some

statistics used in the logit model, and derives elasticity

expressions.

The variables used in •the first step of the nested logit

model all vary across the alternatives. By having only one

coefficient for a variable, for instance waiting time, the

restriction that one minute of waiting for a bus is as oner—

ous as one minute of waiting for a rickshaw is implicitly

imposed on the model. (aV/aaji aV/aajk.) The interpreta—

• tion of the coefficient in this case is straightforward. It

is the disutility from an additional minute of waiting.

(Recall that V
cn 

pr x y . )

The value of one unit of an attribute is the marginal

rate oi substitution between the attribute and income.

Therefore the value of one unit of an attribute j is aV/aa

(the coefficient of the attribute term) divided by av/api

(the coefficient of the price term).

The derivation of elasticity expressions is important to

this analysis. How does a 10% increase in the waiting time

of a bus affect the demand for buses and minibuses? In this

model, the change in demand of a mode can be interpreted as

a change in the probability of choosing the mode (summed

over all individuals13).
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From (10),

(16) Pr
nic = f(Vc1'— i'VeN)14

Diffrentiating (16) with respect to xm,

aPr
nic/axm=(afiav )(avcilaxm) . + (af/avcN)(av /axm)

• Since x
m (eg. waiting time for a bus) does not enter the

utility function V .ci for j # in,

(17) aPrnc/axm = (af/aVc )(aVcm/axm

= Prn1c(1—Prnic)Pm for in = n

for in n
= PrmicPrnicPm

by diffrentiating (11) and (10) with respect to Vcm and x

Elasticities can be readily obtained from the above expres—

sions by multiplying through by xmipr

all individuals.

and summing over

In the second step (top level of figure (0) of the

model, most of the explanatory variables (eg. household

size) are ones that vary across households and not among

mode ownership alternatives. The effect of these variables

on utility cannot be the same for all alternatives

(aV/aaji # aV/aajk for some i # k).

Defining V C = a'yc + 1c,

(18) P
c = g(V1,...,Vc) from (14).

13 This implicitly assumes that all individuals make the

same number of trips.
14 For convenience, when there is no ambiguity, the sub—

script c of Isl e will be dropped.
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Diffrentiating (18) with respect to

aPc/ayj = cog/ay]. Hayi/ayi) + + togiovc Havciayi)

= ajc(1-PrdlIr c - 2 aigrkPrc —(19)
kkc

by diffrentiating (12) and (14). Multiplying the above

expression by yi/pr the relevent elasticities are obtained.

Since the a
iC s cannot be uniquely determined (it only

makes sense to speak of the effect of household size on the

probability of owning a car relative to owning no modes),

some normalization on the coefficients a ji,...,ajc has to be

used. The normalization used in this paper is a 3 = 0. ie.

All coefficients are compared to the alternative of owning

no modes.

The log likelihood function is one of the best indicators

as regards an improvement in the model. Two goodness—of—fit

measures are based on it. One such measure is the likeli—

hood ratio statistic:

—2[1400) L(5)]

which, under the null hypothesis that all parameters equal

zero, is asymptotically distributed as a chi squared variate

with k degrees of freedom, where k is the number of esti—

mated parameters. L(0) is the log likelihood evaluated

alternatively at T1, the maximum likelihood estimate of the

parameter and at A
0, a vector of zeroes. If the statistic

is large it leads us to reject the null hypothesis.

Another goodness—of—fit statistic is the likelihood ratio

index defined •as:
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1

The index is analogous to the OLS multiple correlation coef—

ficient.

Another useful statistic is the percentage of choices

correctly predicted. An alternative is correctly predicted

if the predicted probability of the chosen alternative is

greater than that of any other alternative.



CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTION OF THE KARACHI MODEL

A. The Survey

Four hundred households throughout Karachi were inter—

viewed for the purpose of this study. Of these, 349 had

usable information and 330 included households where at

least one member of the household made a trip to work.

Since missing data information was included in the subse—

quent tables, the number of trips and households may differ

between tables. A description of the sampling methodolo

is given below:

gY

In order to ensure enough variation in mode choice, it

was important to have sufficient observations within various

income categories. Accordingly, each homogeneous income

area in Karachi was assigned to one of five income catego—

ries based on their median household income15.

Similarly, it was considered important to have sufficient

observations on households that live near the centre of the

city as well as those that live at a distance. Therefore

these homogeneous income areas were further split into three

distance categories -- zero to three miles, three to five

15 Such a study had previously been carried out by a UNDP

mission to the MPO (1972). In addition to income, the

groups were homogeneous with respect to level of literacy,

water and sewerage connections, and percentage of brick or

concrete (spucca') houses.
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miles, and five or more miles from the center of the city.

Certain areas were then discarded for special reasons such

as for being a red light district or for having moved sig—

nificantly from its income group since the U.NDP study. To

decrease the probability that one of the chosen areas was

not a representative member of the cell, two areas were ran—

domly selected from the list of areas in each cell. Since

random sampling within these relatively large areas was

infeasible, a sample of about 50 households within each of

the areas was chosen by the author after inspection to

ensure that the block of houses selected was not atypical

for the area. Interviewers were then sent out to interview

at least 13 households in each of the 30 areas selected.

The richness of the data comes from information not only

on the trips made the day earlier by each individual of the

household, but also on demographic characteristics of the

household, income, hours worked, expenditure by various cat—

egories, assets, availability of public modes, present and

purchase prices for owned modes, and maintenance expendi—

tures on these modes. The questions on trips made included

origin and destination, purpose, mode used, in—transit and

waiting time, distance covered, number of persons in mode,

cost (if public mode), and trip frequency. The question—

naire is appended (Appendix I).

The survey shows that over one—fifth of the trips in the

stratified sample are work trips (Table 7). Not surpris—
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TABLE 7'

CROSS TABULATION OF PURPOSE BY MODE USED

PURPOSE MODE

CAR MBIKE BIKE TAXI RICK MINI WALK BUS TOTAL

1 WORK 124 44 12 9 17 41 56 138 441

1 SCHOOL 24 8 3 2 1 3 19 83 143

i SOCIAL 91 23 6 7 14 10 32 39 222

I RECREATION 16 3 1 0 0 / 5 15 42

1 SHOPPING 26 6 1 2 4 3 4 3 49

I PERSONAL B 21 10 1 4 8 6 4 20 74

1 EMPLOYER B 5 5 1 0 1 0 3 8 23

1 SERV PASNG 35 7 1 0 0 0 0 3 46

I HOME 269 76 19 24 33 69 134 257 881

1 CHNG MODE 9 0 0 0 1 20 35 77 142

I OTHER 2 0 0 0 0 2 5 4 13

1
1 TOTAL 672 182 45 48 79 156 297 647 2076
+ +

ingly for Karachi, social trips to visit friends or

relatives account for over 10% of total trips or 18.6% of

all non—home trips. The home category is not very revealing

as the cross tabulation does not distinguish between coming

home from work and coming home from some other destination.

The other category includes trips made for religious, tuto—

rial, or training purposes. Due to the manner in which the

sample was selected and because households with cars tend to

make more trips, there were about equal numbers of trips by

the two principal modes -- car and bus. Although a good

proportion of the sample included persons in the below

Rs.1600/month income category who were most likely to own

bicycles, relatively few bicycle trips and still fewer bicy—

cle owners were found in the sample. This seems to support
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the hypothesis advanced earlier that bicycles are under uti—

lized. Unfortunately, the paucity of bicycle owners also

makes statistical analysis of bicycle ownership extremely

unreliable.

Table 8—A gives a distribution of household income cat—

egories while Table 8—B gives a percentage distribution of

trips made in each mode for various income categories. The

car is the predominant mode for the high income groups,

while bus, walking and minibus are the principle transport

for low income classes.

i
I TABLE 8—A

1
i DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME

I
I HOUSEHOLD NUMBER OF PERCENT

1 INCOME HOUSEHOLDS

i
1 Rs.0-799/mth 54 17.1

1 Rs.800-1599 70 22.2

i Rs.1600-2999 73 23.2

1 Rs.3000-4999 65 20.6

1 Over Rs.5000 53 16.8

The income cutoff points were chosen so as to get approx—

imately equal numbers of households in each category and to

roughly correspond to apriori expectations of income levels

in the selected areas.

• Table 3 indicates that buses and minibuses are on •the

average available to about three—quarters of all households.

(A public mode of transportation was considered availab
le if
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TABLE 8-B

1
PERCENTAGE OF TRIPS MADE IN EACH MODE BY INCOME GROUP

1
i MODE INCOME

i
1 RS.0-799 800-1599 1600-2999 3000-4999 OVER 5000

i
i CAR 0.5 3.9 15.3 37.9 65.7

I MBIKE 1.0 5.2 12.2 12.8 7.2

i BICYCLE 3.5 3.6 2.3 1.6 1.5

1 TAXI 0.0 2.5 1.9 2.4 3.3

1 RICKSHAW 2.0 7.7 3.7 3.5 2.1

1 MINIBUS 13.6 10.5 11.6 4.7 2.8

I WALKING 30.6 19.6 16.1 11.0 5.6

I BUS 48.7 47.1 37.0 26.1 11.8

the individual answered affirmatively to the question 'Are

the following modes readily available in your area?') The

proportion is somewhat lower for the low and high income

groups. However the situation is more serious for low

income groups since they have no alternative modes of trans-

portation. In other words, there is likely to be a frus-

trated demand for buses in the low income areas. The rela-

tively high availability of minibuses in the low income

areas is probably due to the unavailability of buses in that

area.

Another feature of the Karachi transport system is the

high number of persons that is transported in each trip. It

is interesting to note, for example, that the frequency of

trips with two persons on a motorcycle is almost as high as

that of one person while there were more trips with two per-

sons to a car than with one person to a car. The distribu-
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TABLE 9

BUS AND MINIBUS AVAILABILITY BY INCOME GROUP
(PERCENTAGES)

INCOME AVAILABILITY OF
GROUP (Rs) BUSES MINIBUSES

i 0-799 66.7 70.4
i 800-1599 74.3 72.9
1 1600-2999 89.0 79.5
1 3000-4999 73.9 69.2
OVER 5000 67.9 66.0

TOTAL 75.2 72.1

tion of number of persons in a minibus (not shown) for work

trips reflects the scarcity of adequate public transporta-

tion in Karachi. Of the total of 39 work trips by minibus

for which data on number of persons in vehicle existed, 35

trips had more than the seating capacity (14 persons). Nine

persons responded that there were 20 persons in the vehicle.

TABLE 10

1 PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF NUMBER OF PERSONS IN EACH MODE

# OF PERSONS MODE

CAR MBIKE BICYCLE TAXI RICKSHAW

ONE 29.2 55.1 70.7 25.0 29.5
TWO 31.8 44.9 24.4 27.1 57.7
THREE 13.7 0.0 4.-9 10.4 9.0

i FOUR 10.9 0.0 0.0 20.8 2.6

FIVE 3.6 0.0 0.0 16.7 0.0

1 SIX 5.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3

> SIX 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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In order to observe the influence of non—moneLary factors

on travel demand behavior, an attitudinal survey was carried

out which attempted to quantify individual preferences for

comfort, danger, physical strain, privacy, and status. It

is interesting to note some factors that emerged during the

course of pretesting. It became apparent that interviewees

could not understand an abstract concept such as 'willing—

ness to pay' for additional comfort, etc. Therefore, the

questions were rephrased in terms of more concrete situa—

tions of the sort 'how much would you be willing to pay a

seated person to obtain his seat' or 'how much would someone

have to pay you to give up your seat?'. There was violent

opposition to these sorts of questions on grounds of 'what

kind of a person do you think I am anyway?'. When the ques—

tions were reworded in the form of 'how much extra would you

be willing to pay to be guaranteed a seat on the bus', they

felt that the survey was a ploy to raise bus fares without a

commensurate increase in service. Finally it was decided to

pose questions based on hypothetical situations where an

individual had to make a decision of trading minutes of lei—

sure time with obtaining a seat on a minibus. The main con—

clusion to be drawn from the exercise was that the answers

straddled the entire spectrum of responses. People appear

to have widely dispersed preferences on travel modes.
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B. The Alternatives and Variables

Although it would have been desirable to consider the

C choices of mode ownership to be all possible combinations

of buying a car, motorcycle or bicycle, this was not possi—

ble due to insufficient data. Because there were very few

people in the sample who owned both a car and a motorcycle,

these were dropped from the sample. Similarly, since there

were only a few people who both owned a bicycle and rode it

to work, it was decided to treat the bicycle like any public

mode. Either it was available or not -- the consumer did

not have the option to buy one. The bicycle was considered

available if either the individual owned one, or rode t

work in one. Hence the mode ownership decision was reduced

to three alternatives -- own a car, own a motorcycle, or own

no mode.

The N modes to work for a consumer include car, motorcy—

cle, bicycle, taxi, motor rickshaw, minibus, walking and

bus. The total number of choices being considered is there—

fore 24. However, in order to exclude the possibility of ,a

person not owning a car or motorcycle but going to work in

one, the choice set can be reduced to 20. It was assumed

that a car is available to an individual for his work trip

if the household owns a car but that a motorcycle or bicycle

is available to the individual only if the individual is

himself the owner. The distinction was necessary because

many cars, which for all purposes are personal cars, are
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owned by the firm for tax purposes. Also it is likely that

the person going on the work trip has priority on the car.

On the other hand it is not realistic to expect that the

earner will take his college going son's motorcycle to work.

The choice set may be further reduced for some individuals

as certain public modes may not be available in certain

areas.

There are three types of variables in the model -- those

that vary with mode choice to work such as in—transit time,

those that vary with mode ownership such as depreciation

cost, and those that vary with individuals such as income.

Data are only observed for chosen alternatives. Data on

attributes of alternate choices have to be generated from

these observed data.

The dependent variable for the modal split analysis or

first step of the estimation process, is the probability of

the consumer choosing a certain mode given the availability

of the mode. For the choice of ownership of mode, the

dependent variable is the probability of owning a car,

motorcycle, or no modes.

A description of the way by which the independent var

ab 1 es (xi) for the modal split analysis (bottom level of

figure (i)) were generated is given below. The description

is followed by a table which gives the means of the vari—

able.
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(i) Value of waiting time (WWAIT): The traditional way to

treat the value of waiting time, this variable equals the

waiting time times the wage rate. The wage rate is defined

in rupees per minute and the waiting time in minutes. The

waiting time for a car, motorcycle, bicycle or walking was

assumed to be zero while that for modes not selected was

taken to be the average waiting time in minutes for each

mode. This is likely to be an underestimate because of a

sample selectivity problem -- •the choice not to use a bus

may be motivated by the excessive waiting time for buses in

the consumer's area. For buses and minibuses, since there

were enough observations, it was possible to take the aver—

age time in the three distance categories and so reduce the

sample selectivity problem. It was not possible to take

averages by each geographical region due to the many empty

cells in a cross tabulation of area by mode to work. In

addition, the fact that actual values are used for some

alternatives while imputed values are used for others causes

a measurement—like error. However, this is not likely to be

serious, and in the case of waiting time at least, cannot be

easily corrected.

(ii) Value of in—transit time (WTRAN): This variable is

the product of in—transit time and the wage rate. The

actual in—transit time in minutes was used when the alterna—

tive was selected.

In order to generate the in—transit time for the alterna—
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tives not selected, a simple regression of distance (in

tenths of a mile) on in—transit time was carried out for

work trips by each mode. It was necessary' to suppress the

constant term as trips of zero distance are expected to take

zero minutes. Including the constant causes short trips to

have large percentage errors. As can be seen by the results

of the regressions of Table 11, the coefficient of distance

was significant at the 1% level in each case. These coeffi—

cients were then used to generate the in—transit time.

TABLE /1

REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR GENERATION OF IMPUTED VARIABLES

DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

.VARIABLE MODE DISTANCE T—STAT CONSTANT T—STAT

INTRAN car .292 19.63

mbike .438 16.72

bike .595 8.79

taxi .437 6.72
rickshaw .537 7.32

minibus .429 11.26

walking 1.67 12.58

bus .490 26.02

COST rickshaw .845 3.63

minibus .040. 5.89 8.886 16.64

bus .044 10.39 2.912 10.93

WO Marginal monetary cost (COST): This refers to the

fare if the mode is a public mode. For cars and motorcycles

it is the petrol cost of the trip divided by the number of

persons (excluding the chauffeur) in the car. This is not a

bad assumption since parking is free virtually everywhere

and the addition to depreciation and maintenance cost caused
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by the work trip is likely to be negligible as they tend to

be related to time rather than mileage.

To generate data on per mile fares of public modes when

the alternative was not selected, it was decided to resort

to regression analysis rather than use official fares. The

results are shown in Table 11. Not surprisingly, the

regression of distance on rickshaw yielded a coefficient

that was 20% higher than the official fare of Rs.0.70 per

mile. Observations on taxi fares to work were too few to

give good results and so a premium of 20% over the official

fare was assumed. Bus and minibus coefficients were simi—

larly generated with all coefficients being significant at

the 1% level. Data on the cost of car trip to work when the

car was owned was based on the interviewee's estimate of the

mileage per gallon. When two or more modes were owned the

information on the first was used.

(iv) Dummy for long walking trips (DWALK): Since walking

is likely to be more onerous than other modes, a dummy for

walking is constructed as a function of distance. It equals

zero unless the trip is longer than one mile in which case

it is one. Alternate specifications of DWALK (proportional

to and exponential with distance) were also tried but were

not as satisfactory.

(v) Dummy for car use (DHEAD): While everyone in the hou—

sehold is assumed to have a car available for the trip to

work if anyone in the household has a car, the head of hou—
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sehold is more likely to get the car. DHEAD, which is one

when the car is available and the individual is the head of

household, and zero otherwise, captures this effect.

(vi) Opportunity costs of time for near and distant house-

holds (NEARWW,FARWW,NEARWR,FARWR): If individuals have dif-

ferent values of time, then other things being equal, the

ones with lower values would tend to locate further from the

center of city. These variables allow one to test for this.

FARWW and FARWR equal WWAIT and WTRAN, respectively, if the

individual is located more than five miles from the center

of city, and zero otherwise. Conversely, NEARWW and FARWR

equal WWAIT and WTRAN when the individual lives within five

miles of the center, and zero otherwise.

TABLE 12

1 MEANS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES -- MODAL SPLIT

i VARIABLE MODE

I
1 CAR. MBIK BIKE TAXI RICK MINI WALK BUS

1 WWAIT(Rs) 0 0 0 2.42 3.03 2.14 0 0.49

I WTRAN(Rs) 6.83 4.62 2.16 4.36 4.33 5.04 18.6 5.50

1 COST(Rs) 2.02 0.80 0 5.67 3.83 1.08 0 0.49

I DWALK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.81 0

1 DHEAD 0.68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 FARWW(Rs) 0 0 0 0.57 0.71 0.73 0 0.57

I NEARWW(Rs) 0 0 0 1.85 2.32 1.41 0 1.17

1 FARWR(Rs) 1.21 1.14 1.05 1.31 1.30• 1.41 5.10 1.30

1 NEARWR(Rs) 5.61 3.48 1.11 3.05 3.03 3.62 13.5 4.19

1
+ 

The variables Cyc

are described below:

used in the mode ownership analysis
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(i) Aggregate utility from the trip to work or inclusive

value (INCLUS): For each individual, this variable reflects

the aggregate utility from the trip to work in the three

mode ownership categories. The definition of inclusive

value is given on page 30.

(ii) Mode expenditures as function of income (EXPINC): The

sum of maintenance expenditures and depreciation costs on a

car or motorcycle is taken to be the cost of owning a mode.

The actual values of yearly maintenance cost in thousands of

rupees obtained from detailed questions on mode servicing,

tuning, spare parts, labor, body work, tires, batteries,

insurance and overhauling were used when the alternative was

owned. Depreciation costs were calculated by taking the

interviewee's estimate of the purchase value and present

value of the vehicle discounted for inflation, and dividing

by the number of years the vehicle had been in his posses—

sion. The actual values of average yearly depreciation in

real thousands of rupees were used when available. Imputed

values for the expenditure variable were simply taken to be

the average values of maintenance and depreciation costs.

In order to account for the decreasing marginal utility of

money, the expenditure variable was divided by total house—

hold income from both earned and unearned sources in hun—

dreds of rupees per month. The alternative way to account

for the diminishing utility of income was to consider th
e

logarithm of income as a separate variable. This approach

proved not to be as satisfactory.
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(iii) Dummies for living close to the center of city

(NRCAR,NRBIKE): These variables test the hypothesis that

individuals living close to the center of city obtain a

lower utility from owning a car or motorcycle. NRCAR equals

one if the alternative is car and the individual lives

within three miles of the center, and zero otherwise. Simi—

larly, NRBIKE equals one if the alternative is motorcycle

and the individual lives within three miles of the center,

and zero otherwise.

(iv) Dummies for being a nuclear family (NUKCAR and

NUKBIK): The construction of these variables allows one to

test the hypothesis that nuclear familiar families are less

likely to own a car. NUKCAR equals one if the family is

composed of only the head of household, spouse or children

and the alternative is car, and. zero otherwise. NUKBIK was

constructed in a similar manner for the motorcycle alterna—

tive.

(v) Number of people in the household (NMEMCR and NMEMBK):

NMEMCR equals the number of members in the household over

five'years of age if the alternative is car, and zero other—

wise. Similarly, NMEMBK equals the number of members in the

household if the alternative is motorcycle, and zero other—

wise. The signs ot these variables are expected to be nega—

tive because of the hypothesis that larger households would

have less.money left over to buy a car or motorcycle (assum—

ing that the nuclear family dummies adequately capture the
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effect of extended families being able' to use the mode more

efficiently).

TABLE 13

MEANS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES -- MODE OWNERSHIP

VARIABLE MODE

1 OWN OWN OWN NO

1 CAR MBIKE MODE

I INCLUS —.266 —.111 —1.29.

1 EXPINC .701 .073 0

i NRCAR .419 0 0

I NRBIKE 0 .419 0
1 NUKCAR .451 0 0

i NUKBIK 0 .451 0

i NMEMCR 6.67 0 0
1 NMEMBK 0 6.67 0

i
+ 
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

A. Modal Split Ana ysis

Several specifications of the model given by equation

(13) were estimated. The estimation was carried out using a

statistical package QUAIL, developed by Wills, Glanville,

and McFadden at the University of California.

The coefficient estimates and other relevent statistics

for four alternate specifications of the first step of the

joint choice model are given in Table 14. The restriction

that the value of time is proportional to the wage rate is

implicitly imposed on each of the models. Model A considers

only the time and cost attributes of each mode. In order to

account for the additional disutility of walking long dis—

tances, Model B introduces a dummy DWALK16. In addition,

Model B also uses a dummy DHEAD to test for the higher prob—

ability of the head of household having access to the family

car. Model C employs two alternative specific dummies DMINI

and DBUS to capture some of the negative attributes of non—

personal modes. Finally, in order to test the hypothesis

that people who locate further from the center of city have

lower values of time, the variables FARWW, NEARWW, FARWR and

NEARWK replace WWAIT and WTRAN of Model B.

16 See Chapter 3 for a detailed description of the vari—

ables used in the models.
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TABLE 14

COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES -- MODAL SPLIT

Variable Model A Model B Model C Model D

WWAIT coeff
t-stat

WTRAN coeff
t-stat

COST coeff
t-stat

DWALK coeff
t-stat

DREAD coeff
t-stat

DMINI coeff
t-stat

DBUS coeff
t-stat

FARWW coeff
t-stat

NEARWW coeff
t-stat

FARWR coeff
t-stat

NEARWR coeff
t-stat

L(011)
LOY
Like'd ratio stat
Like'd ratio index
% predicted correct
degrees of freedom

-1.163 -1.044 -.8026
-9.835 -7.341 -5.590

-.4994
-9.087

-.3784
-5.783

-507.6
-314.8
385:7
.3799
70.22
1194

-.1293
-6.184

-.5763
-7.167

-3.729
-8.234

1.643
3.016

-507.6
-253.1
509.1
.5014
79.49
1192

-.1034
-4.489

-.6824
-7.398

-4.358
-8.676

1.629
2.946

-1.356
-4.918

-.5540
-2.325

-507.6
-238.6
538.1
.5300
81.46
1190

-.5200
-6.511

-4.322
-7.415

1.591
2.901

-.7055
-3.926

-1.395
-6.662

-.0955
-1.690

-.0445
-.7977

-507.6
-247.7
519.9
.5121
79.49
1190

With the exception of NEARWR and FARWR, all coefficients

are significant at the 1% level. The likelihood ratio sta-
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tistic which is distributed as chi square, leads one to

reject the hypothesis that all coefficients are zero. Mod—

els B, C and D all predict about equally well, with Model C

yielding the best fit as reflected in its higher likelihood

ratio index. Of the observed trips by various modes, Model

C correctly predicts 81.5%17.

Since these coefficients are parameter estimates of

linear utility function, their ratio is the marginal rate of

substitution. The ratio of the coefficients of WWAIT to

WTRAN in Model A of 2.3 implies that the marginal disutility

of waiting time is 2.3 times that of in—transit time.

In Models B and C, the variables WTRAN and DWALK are cor—

related since walking is the slowest mode. I suspect there—

fore, that the resulting collinearity attributes some of the

disutility of WTRAN to DWALK leading to a low absolute value

for WTRAN. On the other hand, since walking does not

involve any cost or waiting time, the uncorrected correla—

tion coefficient between COST and DWALK, and between WWAIT

and DWALK, are zero.. Thus, although Models B and C may not

provide us with a good estimates of the coefficients of

DWALK or the in—transit time variables, the other coeffi—

cients are likely to be reliable. The models have high pre—

diction which make them useful in subsequent simulations.

Note also that Models B and C are more general versions of

17 If all trips were equally likely, a random method would

be expected to correctly predict 25.4%.
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Model A, and the null hypothesis that the coefficients of

DWALK and DREAD are zero is rejected at the 1% level.

As explained in Chapter 2, the marginal rate of substitu—

tion between an attribute (eg. WWAIT) and income is the

ratio of the coefficient of the attribute to the coefficient

of price (COST). Therefore, the value of WWAIT is 3.07

(1.163/.3784) in Model A, and hence, the value of waiting

time is 3.07 times the wage rate. (Recall that WWAIT equals

the wage times the waiting time). Similarly, the value of

in—transit time is 1.32 times the wage rate. This is higher

than expected and could be due to the absence •of some vari—

ables such as comfort and convenience which are negatively

correlated with waiting time and in—transit time, and strain

and danger which are positively correlated with the time

variables19.

The introduction of DWALK in Model B partially compen—

sates tor the above problem, decreasing the disutility of

waiting time to 2.38 times the wage rate. Adding the alter—

native specific dummies for buses and minibuses (Model C)

reduces the value of waiting time to 1.2 times the wage

rate. Other alternate specific dummies were also tried but

did not predict any better. It was considered best to stay

with the simpler formulation since it was not clear exactly

19 Note that in this joint choice model the use of a dummy

for car to capture the effects of comfort and convenience

results in being a dummy for car ownership since non—car

owners do not have the option to take a car.
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which attributes (comfort, convenience, danger) these alter—

nate specific dummies were picking up and how they were cor—

related with the other included variables.

In model D, the value of waiting time for people who live

close to the center of city is revealed to be 2.68 times the

wage, while for those who live far it is 1.36 times the

wage. While coefficients for in—transit time are not sig—

nificant for near .and distant households, an appropriately

constructed chi square test shows that the hypothesis of the

coefficients of both NEARWR and FARWR being simultaneously

zero is rejected at the 1% level. Thus the model finds that

individuals with lower values of time tend to live further

from the center of town.

In a competitive framework, if the only value of time is

as.a resource and there is no additional disutility from

commuting time, individuals would tend to locate so that

their marginal valuation of time would be equal to their

wage (the coefficient of WWAIT would equal the coefficient

of COST). However those living closer to town could have a

higher value of time if, for instance, they could work fewer

hours while those further from town could not. I suspect

that the coefficients of WWAIT and COST in this model are

not equal because individuals have a disutility of time as a

commodity -- some individuals may hate to spend 15 minutes

waiting for a bus while others earning the same wage are

almost indifferent. The latter group would tend to locate
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further from town giving us the observed result. The other

reason for not observing the competitive behavior result is

that since the housing market in Karachi is notoriously

imperfect, individuals no longer face an unconstrained

optimization.

The results of this study are surprisingly similar to the

study by Train (1980) which applied a very similar model to

data from San Francisco residents. While the value of time

was lower in Karachi as expected, the difference was not

large. In Train's study, the value of waiting timen was

revealed to be 3.27 times the wage rate while most specifi—

cations of the Karachi model found the number to lie between

1.2 and 2.4. Unlike Train's findings, this study did not

reveal the value of in—transit time to be different for pri—

vate and public modes. This result of the value of time

being different depending on the proximity to the center of

town was also borne out by Train. More specifically, Train

rejected the hypothesis that urban and suburban dwellers

have the same value of in—transit and walk time.

Tables 15—A and 15—B show a cross tabulation of observed

versus predicted alternatives for Models A and B, respec—

tively. A trip is predicted to be by a certain mode if the

•

20 Actually, Train's estimate was for walk time. In the

Karachi sample, only the difference between the time the

person left the house and the time he embarked on the mode

was available. This number, which includes walk time,' was

called waiting time. Hence the two estimates are not

strictly comparable.
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TABLE 15—A

PREDICTION SUCCESS TABLE FOR FIRST LEVEL OF MODEL A

OBSERVED PREDICTED

ALTERNATIVES ALTERNATIVES

CAR MBIK BIKE TAXI RICK MINI WALK BUS TOTAL

CAR 97 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 100

MBIK 0 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 40

BIKE 0 0 10 0 0 0 2 0 12

TAXI 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 7

RICK 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 7 12

MINI 2 0 0 0 0 12 10 9 33

WALK 3 0 0 0 0 0 39 3 45

BUS 4 0 0 0 0 19 33 51 107

PB SUM 89.8 27.6 5.6 12.4 16.3 55.1 72.2 76.9 356

predicted probability of that mode is greater than that of

each of the other modes. Correctly predicted trips occur

along the diagonal. In Model A, most of the incorrect pre—

dictions occured among the minibus, walking, and bus catego—

ries (Table 15—A). Walking trips were overpredicted since

there was no variable to capture the strain of walking long

distances. The introduction of DWALK and DREAD in Model B

improved the predictions considerably (Table 15—B).

The last row of Tables 15—A and 15—B probably gives the

best measure of the predictive ability of the model. The

probability sum is the sum over all individuals of the pre—

dicted probabilities for each mode. The numbers in this row

should be compared with the observed behavior of the last

column.
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TABLE 15—B

1 PREDICTION SUCCESS TABLE FOR FIRST LEVEL OF MODEL B

i
1 OBSERVED PREDICTED

1 ALTERNATIVES ALTERNATIVES

1
1 CAR MBIK BIKE TAXI RICK MINI WALK BUS TOTAL

1 CAR 98 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 100

I MBIK 0 35 0 0 0 0 4 1 40

I BIKE 0 0 10 0 0 0 2 0 12

I TAXI 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 5 7

I RICK 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 7 12

I MINI 2 0 0 0 0 15 1 15 33

I WALK 1 0 0 0 0 2 38 4 45

I BUS 2 0 2 0 0 9 8 86 107

i
1 PB SUM 97.0 28.5 7.56 9.85 15.6 59.1 39.3 99.1 356

I

While the predicted probability of a taxi was never

greater than those of all other modes, the weighted prob—

ability sum for the taxi alternative (9.85) was actually

greater than the observed number of trips (7). The Pre—

diction Success Tables for Models C and D were very similar

to that of Model B.

In order to obtain demand elasticities for the modes with

respect to the attributes it was decided to simulate the

results rather than resort to equation (17) -- elasticities

obtained from equation (17) are very sensitive to where they

are evaluated. To evaluate the elasticity at the mean makes

little sense when there is a wide variation in values. One

could evaluate at the observed values for each individual

and take the mean of the sum of individual elasticities.

This would be the average point elasticity. For the purpose
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of this study which proposes studying the effect of discrete

changes in the attributes, it makes more sense to evaluate

the arc elasticity in the relevent range. The simulation of

the model with the new values of the attribute evaluates the

arc elasticity.

While Model C has the best fit, it is not used for simu—

lating elasticities since it is not clear what factors are

incorporated in the alternate specific dummies, and whether

the dummies would be sensitive to the proposed changes.

Therefore, it was decided to employ Model B which, with

fewer variables, predicted almost as well as Model C.

The elasticities (Table 16) are based on a 10% change in

the independent variables. For example, to obtain the

demand elasticity of waiting time for a bus (WAIT(BUS)), the

waiting time for each trip in the bus alternative was

decreased by 10%. The new pattern of predicted demand

(probability sum) was compared to the predicted demand

before the change (last row of Table 15—B). The difference

in the probability sums (divided by ten) yields the relevent

elasticities. For convenience, only the absolute values of

the elasticities are given. All elasticities have the

expected sign.

Elasticities with respect to waiting time turn out to be

much higher than those with respect to cost. All cross .

elasticities with respect to cost are less than .12 while

all waiting time cross elasticities are more than .12.
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Being fairly close substitutes, the cross elasticities

between minibuses and buses were higher than between other

modes.

The second to last row shows the effect of changing the

waiting time of both buses and minibuses simultaneously.

Decreasing waiting time for buses and minibuses has a sig-

nificant effect on all but the car alternative. However,

changing the cost of buses and minibuses simultaneously

(last row) has a significant impact on car demand.

TABLE 16

ABSOLUTE VALUES OF SIMULATED ELASTICITIES

FOR SELECT VARIABLES -- FIRST STEP 1

CAR MBIK BIKE TAXI RICK MINI WALK BUS 1

WAIT(BUS) .057 .161 .125 .231 .208 .297 .144 .401

WAIT(MINI) .041 .079 .100 .369 .171 .673 .131 .215 1

COST(BUS) .010 .036 .042 .061 .059 .103 .041 .117

COST(MINI) .014 .032 .042 .117 .089 .362 .065 .134 i

COST(CAR) .100 .006 .037 .047 .051 .046 .035 .039 1

COST(MBIK) .001 .110 .000 .006 .006 .013 .004 .020 1

1 WAIT(MINI,BUS) .096 .236 .222 .583 .369 .359 .281 .187 i

COST(MINI,BUS) .243 .069 .110 .179 .167 .261 .107 .017 1

The implication of the higher waiting time elasticities

suggests that more gains are likely to come as a result of

decreasing waiting time for public modes (adding more mini-

buses or buses) than from making public transport cheaper.

While changing waiting time for a bus or, minibus has little

impact on car demand, changing the cost of a bus or minibus

has some impact. The costs and benefits to carrying out
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these recommendations is given in the next chapter.

TABLE 17

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN DEMAND IF PUBLIC TRANSIT

WERE AVAILABLE TO ALL

MODE MODEL B MODEL C

BUS MINI BOTH BUS. MINI BOTH

CAR -3.45 -2.40 -4.77 -4.49 -3.24 -6.32

MBIK -3.93 -4.56 -7.43 -4.14 -4.88 -7.76

BIKE -1.70 -0.06 -1.76 -1.48 -0.01 -1.49

TAXI -9.49 -5.70 -12.84 -9.65 -6.63 -14.49

RICK -16.41 -11.16 -21.58 -16.03 -11.56 -21.78

MINI -10.27 30.10 16.96 -9.45 32.44 19.45

WALK -8.98 -5.81 -12.76 -9.15 -6.40 -13.50

BUS 17.83 -8.97 6.57 18.98 -9.71 7.46

Table 9 suggests that there are several households who do

not use the bus or minibus because of its unavailability.

In order to test for this, Model B was simulated under the

assumption that the bus was available to all household

The resulting probability sum was compared with the original

probability sum (last row of Table 15-B) where a person

could only take a bus when it was available. The results

(Table 17) suggest that in our sample of 356 trips, there is

a 17.8% frustrated demand for buses or a 30.1% frustrated

demand for minibuses predicted by Model B. If both mini-

buses and buses are available to all residents, the model

predicts a 17% increase in minibus use and a 6.6% increase

in bus use. Surprisingly, the increase in demand was dis-

tributed quite uniformly across the five income groups and

the three distance categories.
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To test the robustness of the result, Model C was also

simulated under the same conditions. The results (Table 17)

were similar to Model B, thus strengthening the case for

increasing bus and minibus service.

B. Mode Ownership Analysis

The second step of the analysis is a multinomial logit

analysis of the decision to buy a car, motorcycle, or no

mode. One of the independent variables is inclusive value

(INCLUS) which is the aggregate utility from the trip to

work given that the individual owns a car, motorcycle, or no

mode respectively. It is this variable which provides the

link with the decision to choose a certain mode to work. As

pointed out earlier (Chapter 2), the joint choice model is

valid only if the coefficient of inclusive value lies

between 0 and 1.

In order to test for the sensitivity of the coefficients,

the model was estimated for two specifications of the first

step, Models B and D (Table 18). All goodness of fit sta—

tistics support the model structure. In each case the coef—

ficient of inclusive value lay between 0 and 1 Indicating

that the decision to choose a mode to work and the decision

to buy a mode are indeed made simultaneously.

Since the coefficient of inclusive value is different

from 1 (a0), it suggests that the structure of the joint
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TABLE 18

COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES -- MODE OWNERSHIP

VARIABLE MODEL B MODEL D MODEL Z

INCLUS coeff .5194 .6521

t-stat 4.985 • 5.097

NRCAR coeff -1.407 -1.177 -.9175

t-stat -3.232 -2.777 -2.546

NRBIKE coeff -.7635 -.5346 -.4184

t-stat -1.601 -1.141 -1.104

NUKCAR coeff -.3237 -3259 -.2669

1 t-stat -.8085 -.8106 -.7808

NUKBIK coeff -1.662 -1.725 -1.617

t-stat -3.561 -3.683 -3.551

EXPINC coeff -3.027 -3.035 -2.798

t-stat -4.473 -4.423 -5.052

NMEMCR coeff -.0523 -.0714 .0141

t-stat -1.311 -1.732 .4309

NMEMBK coeff -.2738 -.2916 -.2036

t-stat -6.227 -6.484 -5.305

i
I L(13 ) -338.4 -338.4 -369.1

1 L(5? -163.9 -162.7 -202.5

1 Like'd ratio stat 349.0 351.3 333.3

1 Lik'd ratio index .5146 .5192 .4515

1 % predicted correct 84.4 84.1 77.4

1 Degrees of freedom 608 608 665

• choice model is not multinomial logit. The degree of

dependence (a) between the error terms of the model is .48

in Model B and .35 in Model D. Since the coefficient of

inclusive value is not zero, estimation of the mode owner-

ship decision without •the inclusive value variable would

have yielded biased coefficients. In order to see the

degree of bias, the second step of the model was reestimated
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without the inclusive value term. The results (Mode Z)

show that while all coefficients are biased upwards, the

magnitude of the bias is small. Predicted probability

shares from Model Z were also similar to those from Model B.

The mode ownership analysis reveals that along with the

costs of owning a mode, household location and demographic

features play an important role. The negative coefficients

for NRCAR and NRBIKE indicate that a person who lives within

3 miles of the city center derives less utility from owning

a car or motorcycle than a person who lives further than 3

miles. The hypothesis that nuclear families are less likely

to buy a car or motorcycle is supported by the negative

coefficients of NUKCAR and NUKBIK. One of the most robust,

the coefficient of EXPINC indicates that the disutility of

expenditures on a car or motorcycle is a significant factor

in the decision to buy a mode. The negative coefficients of

NMEMCR and NMEMBK suggest that larger families have less

left over from their income to afford a car or motorcycle.

The prediction success table for Model B (Table 19) shows

that while only one motorcycle owner was correctly pre—

dicted, the predicted probability sum was not very far off

the mark. Because of the structure of the logit model, the

result of a relatively infrequently chosen alternative sel—

dom being 'correctly' predicted is not uncommon. The suc—

cess table for Model D (not shown) was quite similar to

Model B.
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1 TABLE 19

PREDICTION SUCCESS TABLE FOR SECOND LEVEL

1 OBSERVED ' PREDICTED
ALTERNATIVES ALTERNATIVES

OWN CAR OWN MBIKE OWN NO MODE TOTAL

OWN CAR 22 2 20 44

OWN MBIKE 0 1 20 21

1 OWN NO MODE 5 1 237 243

PB SUM 43.6 28.6 235.8 308

TABLE 20

SIMULATED ELASTICITIES FOR SELECT

VARIABLES -- SECOND STEP

1
i OWN CAR OWN MBIKE OWN NO MODE

I HIISIZE —0.05 —1.11 0.14

i INCOME 0.68 —0.02 —0.12

1 EXPCAR —0.62 0.16 0.10

I EXPMBIK 0.01 —0.15 0.02

Elasticities of mode ownership with respect to household

size, household income, and expenditures on cars and motor—

cycles were simulated using the coefficients of Model B.

The results (Table 20) suggest that income elasticity of

demand for car ownership is high while that for motorcycle

ownership is low. Similarly, an increase in depreciation

and maintenance expenditures affects car ownership signifi—

cantly but barely affects motorcycle ownership. The size of

the family does not affect car ownership much but has great

impact on motorcycle ownership.



CHAPTER 5

POLICY ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Policy Analysis of Expanding Bus Service

In interviews, both consumers and transport authorities

voiced the need for expanding bus service. There is much

evidence which suggests a shortage of bus service -- over—

crowded buses, a relatively high elasticity of demand for

buses with respect to waiting time, a high value of waiting

time, the fact that many people in poor areas do not have a

bus available to them, and simulations of the model which

reveal a frustrated demand for buses at current fares and

frequencies. Some obvious recommendations to improve bus

service include reducing the turnaround time of buses in the

workshop and allocating routes more efficiently by means of

a new origin and destination survey. However, given the

present state of efficiency, would a scheme to increase the

number of buses be cost effective?

This section attempts to answer the above question by

conducting a cost—benefit analysis for a project which calls

for increasing the number of buses in Karachi by 10%. Due

to a paucity of data on short term costs and benefits, only

long term steady—state streams of costs and benefits will be

compared, rather than undertake a traditional cost—benefit

analysis in a time framework. The exercise shows how one

might be able to address the above question using a small

— 69 —
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sample and limited cost data.

The major benefit to consumers from an increase in the

number of buses is the savings from decreased waiting time

for a bus. Here it is assumed that buses are allocated to

routes in proportion to their frequency. Hence, a 10%

increase in buses results in a 10% decrease in waiting time

along each route. Since the long waiting times for trips to

work often occur because buses are too crowded to board, the

10% increase in bus service may reduce waiting time for a

bus during peak hours by more than 10%. Note also that the

10% figure implicitly assumes that the same proportion of

the additional buses will be off the road for repairs.

The actual gains will be greater if buses are allocated

to routes where they are most needed. Additional benefits

include an increase in comfort and, in the long run,

decreased congestion as people switch from other modes to

buses21. Because of the difficulty in measuring the latter

two forms of benefits, it was decided to use only the gain

from decreased waiting time.

The benefit to a person from the decreased waiting time

clearly is zero if he never takes the bus, and equals the

21 For the same road space, buses carry passengers more

efficiently. Since the introduction of buses would typi—

cally affect travel times in all modes, it is not clear what

the end result will be. However, it is likely that the

first order effect of buses being more efficient in carrying

passengers will outweigh any second order effects.
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value •of his waiting time if he always takes the bus. What

if the model predicts that a person takes the bus with prob—

ability one—half? The logical way to evaluate his gain from

the decreased waiting time is to use one—half the value of

his waiting time. This approach is followed here.

The benefit thus calculated is an underestimate since the

individual was not allowed to reoptimize with the new magni—

tude of waiting time for the bus. With decreased waiting

time for a bus, the bus will now be predicted with greater

probability. Appendix 11 describes a method of evaluating

the benefit which utilizes the new predicted probabilities.

While this is closer to a general equilibrium approach,

better approach would take into account the change in travel

times for all modes as a result of the increased number of

buses. . Since this was not possible and since the expression

from Appendix 11 is unwieldy and difficult to evaluate, it

was decided to stay with the simpler computational method.

Using this method and parameter estimates from Model B,

the rupee benefits (weighted by initial probabilities) were

calculated for each work trip, and the sample sum for the

five income group categories was obtained (Table 21). A

figure for total trips to work in 1971 was obtained from the

Master Plan survey22. Under the assumption that trips to

work are proportional to population and based on income dis-

22 MPO (1974).
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tribution data and population growth to 1979, estimates for

the total number of trips to work in 1979 were obtained for

each income group. The rupee benefit per trip for each

income group was multiplied by the total trips made per day

by each income group, to obtain the total rupee benefit to

consumers. This figure was multiplied by 25 (Karachi has a

6 day work week) to obtain the total monthly benefit to con—

sumers of Rs 3.2 million.

TABLE 21

DAILY GAIN TO CONSUMERS CAUSED BY DECREASING WAITING
TIME FOR A BUS BY 10%

1
INCOME GROUP

i
1 I II III IV V TOTAL

i
Sample gain (Rs) 1.132 3.316 4.984 3.363 2.633 15.43

i Trips in sample 54 70 73 65 53 315

Gain/trip (Rs) .0210 .0474 .0683 .0517 .0497 .0489

Tot trips(000/day) 604 1618 293 253 132 2900

1 Total gain(Rs/day) 12950 76650 20000 13090 .6560 129250

The above figure only reflects the gains from trips to

work. There will be additional gains from non—work trips.

Since the additional buses would be used primarily during

peak hours, and since estimates for the value of time for

non—work trip were not available, only gains for trips to

work have been calculated.

Detailed operating cost figures for a bus were not avail—

able from the public sector. In a publication of the Kara—
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chi Bus Owners' Association dated December 31, 1978, a

breakdown of operating expenditures (excluding depreciation)

for an 8 year old bus were estimated to be Rs 12,855.

Strangely enough the same publication describes the life of

a bus as 5 years. Since the primary purpose of the publica—

tion was to make a case for increasing bus fares by 60%, the

costs are likely to be overestimated. To place an upper

bound on total costs, the average cost of depreciation

(assuming a bus life of 10 years) was added to the high

operating cost of an 8 year old bus. This yielded a total

cost figure of Rs. 15,000 per bus per month.

The other source on bus operating costs was obtained from

a study by a consulting firm (Esesjay (1975)) which con—

ducted a financial analysis of expanding bus service in

Karachi and other districts of Sind. The Karachi project

called for the public sector to increase their bus holdings

by about 1200, of which 1000 would be on the road. The pro—

ject, to be started in 1975, was to have by 1979 an average

monthly expenditure (including depreciation) per bus of

8,400 in 1975 rupees or 12,200 in 1979 rupees.

Based on 1760 registered buses in 1979, this implies add—

ing 176 buses at a total monthly expenditure of Rs 2.1 mil—

lion or Rs. 2.6 million depending on whether one uses the

lower or higher cost figure. With a monthly benefit of Rs

3.2 million to consumers, this analysis indicates that 
the

project is worthwhile. It is equivalent to saying that an
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individual lump—sum tax—subsidy scheme could be devised to

finance the expenditure on buses which would lead to a pare—

to—superior position.

With more reliable and detailed cost data, a more sophis—

ticated cost—benefit analysis could have been attempted --

one that would weight the benefits to various income groups

and consider the marginal social costs of each component of

cost in terms of a common yardstick (eg., rupees of public

income). Given the incomplete data and the problems

involved in weighting different income groups and obtaining

the various parameters, it was decided to stay with compar—

ing rupees of consumer income with private operating costs

of a bus.

As an alternative to the public sector supplying the

additional buses, it was considered worthwhile to seek a

self—financing scheme which would provide a net benefit to

consumers. For instance, would a 20% bus fare increase cou—

pled with a 10%. decrease in waiting time leave the consumers

better off? Would the 20% bus fare increase call forth at

least 10% more buses from the private sector? In short,

would a 20% fare increase be privately profitable to result

in at least 10% more buses, as well as be socially prefera—

ble to consumers who gain 10% decreased waiting time at the

expense of the higher fare?

The answer to the second question is uncertain. However,

based on past responsiveness of the private sector to
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changes in fare, and the zeal with which private bus owners

are clamoring for a fare increase, it is likely that the

required 176 buses would be available. To see the plight of

the consumers after the suggested scheme was implemented,

the change in utility for each consumer is weighted by the

initial probability, and multiplied by the marginal utilil—

ity of income. Sample sums for the five income group cat—

egories reveal that only the poorest group suffer a loss in

utility (Table 22). The loss is very small as compared to

the gain by the other groups. A loss in utility is experi—

enced in 80 of the 315 trips. The loss in almost all cases

is very small.

TABLE 22

DAILY GAIN TO CONSUMERS CAUSED BY DECREASING WAITING

TIME FOR A BUS BY 10% AND INCREASING FARE BY 20%

1
1 INCOME GROUP

1 I II III IV V TOTAL

I
1 Sample gain (Rs) —.035 .478 1.34 1.54 1.76 5.08

1 Trips in sample 54 70 73 65 53 315

I Gain/trip (Rs) —.0006 .0068 .0184 .0237 .0332 .0161

1 Tot trips(000/day) 604 1618 293 253 132 2900
14877i Total gain(Rsiday) —400 6287 3070 3414 2506
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Summary and Conclusions

If you asked a group of people in Karachi how one could

best improve the transport for the masses of Karachi, most

would answer 'Improve the bus system' As such, the major

policy recommendation of expanding bus service is hardly

surprising. However, whereas the group is likely to be

thinking about increasing X—efficiency by reducing the turn—

around time for buses in the workshop, this analysis is con—

cerned with allocative efficiency. While X—efficiency is no

less important, it is beyond the scope of this paper. This

study considers how to improve, the welfare of residents by

reallocating resources, given the state of X—efficiency.

What this study provides is an analysis, based on the indi—

vidual's revealed value of time, which demonstrates that the

addition of buses would be cost effective. Further the

model simulates the impact of the increased bus service on

the demand for other modes --• a useful result for planners.

The household survey conducted for this study shows that

a smaller percentage of the poorest income group has a bus

available to it, as compared to the middle income groups.

This suggests that there may be a frustrated demand for

buses. Simulations of the model support the result by show—

ing that about 18% more trips by bus would have been under—

taken had the bus been available to everyone in the sample.

The model predicts that if bus fares were raised by 20%

while simultaneously lowering waiting time by 10%, there
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would be a gain to all income groups except the poorest.

However the loss to this group is insignificant as compared

to the gain by the other groups. Therefore, if there is a

problem in obtaining the necessary funds to purchase addi—

tional buses in the public sector, raising fares as an

alternative to obtaining the additional buses from the pri—

vate sector is desirable. The simulated elasticities reveal

that raising bus fares does not affect the demand for any

mode significantly, but the decrease in waiting time has a

noticeable impact on the demand for all modes -- especially

for buses.

In summary, this study finds that probabilistic models,

which are based on utility maximization, may successfully be

applied to the modal choice problem in a developing country.

The joint choice model reveals that the decision as to

whether to buy a car or motorcycle is made simultaneously

with the decision of which mode to take to work. However,

had the simultaneity been ignored in this model, the loss in

terms of biased coefficients would have been small.
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APPENDIX I

QUESTIONNAIRE

Transport Study
Applied Economics Research

Centre
University of Karachi

HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE SURVEY
ON TRANSPORT

1. Interviewer's Name
Date:

2. Name:
Full A ress:  

3. How many persons are there in the household?  
How many are over the age of five years?

4. For each person over the age of five years, please fill in the
information requested below:

4.._,_  

Name
Relation—
ship to
head of
house

Age Sex
Marital
Status:
S, M,
or W

1

Education
Years of
School—

in.

,-. 

Occupa—
tion

Main mode of
transport to
work or
school

. , ,

5. For each earning member of the household, please fill in the
information below:

Name Hours/week Income/mth
(Rs)

1.0

Any Company
Transport?
Yes 4...N9  

If so,
what?

6. Does the household have any other sources of income?•

Yes No

If so, please specify the sources and average amount per month.

Property Remittances Pension Shares Other
and Bonds

Amount (Rs)

from
abroad

other

— 81 —
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7. Is the house: owned rented other

What is the approximate current value
of the house?

If rented, what is the rent per month?

Rs.

Rs.

8 (a) What is your monthly expenditure on the following items:

Food Schooling Medical Utilities Servants Recreation

Amount
(Rs) ,

(b) During the last six months, what were your expenditures on each
of the following items:

Amount (Rs) 1 

Home Improvement Travel Clothing

(c) During the last six monts, list your other major expenses
(purchases, loans given, gifts, etc).

Item Cost (Rs)

9. List below the' weekly expenditure on public modes of transport
for each member of the household that uses public transport:

Name Bus
(Rs)

Minibus
(Rs)

Train
(Rs)

Rickshaw
(Rs)

Taxi
(Rs)

10. Which of the following assets does the household own?

Refrigerator Radio Cassette Player Colour TV

B/W TV Air conditioner Shares and Telephone
Bonds

11. Which of the following transport options are readily available
in your area?

Bus Contract Minibus Rickshaw Taxi Train Other  
Bus
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12. (a) Does the household own any means of transport?

Yes No

If so, list each mode and answer the questions below:

+— 
.

Mode Transport
No. : Mode
•purchase

1
Name of' Make
Owner I

,

Year Year
Bought

Value at
time of

Present
Value

1
mpg

1

Weekly
Expendi—
ture on

petrol

1

(b) Do you hire a driver? Yes No

If so, for how many hours a week and at what salary?

  hours/week at Rs  per month.

(c) Do you have a car—washer? Yes No

If so, how much do you pay him every month? Rs 

13 (a) During the last three months, how much have you spent on each
of the following items:

+MN..

Mode Servicing and
Name Oil change

Tune—up Spare
Parts

Other repairs and
labour charges

4--

(b) During the last one year, how much have you spent on the
following items:

Mode ! Painting/ Imported Retreaded/ Battery Insurance
Name Denting Tyres Local Tyres Imported Local

—

Overhaul
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Yesterday,- how many trips, if any, did each resident listed in
the household profile make for the following purposes:

Interviewed Work School
Yes. No !

Social/ Shopping! Personal Serve
Recreat— i or em— Passere-
ional ! ployer's ger 

(b) Split each of the trips on the next page into components depen—
ding on whether you break the trip or not. For example, a trip
to your office and back in your car would count as two trips --
one from home to work and the other from work to home. If you
make a trip to the office by bus and it involves walking one
mile to the bus stop, taking one bus for a certain distance and
then changing to another bus, it would count as three trips --
one trip by walking for the purpose of changing the travel mode,
one by bus for the same purpose, and a third by bus to go to
work.

1 This space for any special commen
ts:



'Name Trip
No.

Origin

(Area)

Destination

(Area)

Purpose
.
Mode
Used

Tim9
StartIFinish

4

Wait
Time

Distance
covered
(miles)

No. of
persons

Cost
—
No. of
such trips
per week

—

,

___ _



APPENDIX II

COMPARISON OF THE UTILITY ARISING FROM TWO SITUATIONS

From Chapter 2,

U = Max(U ...,UN) =

Evaluated at the initial vector X°, the utility is

Max(101p4.7

A new vector X is preferred to X° if

E(U) > E(11°)

ie.

E[Max(X04-111',egos > E[Max(4)3+y

In order to evaluate the left hand side, the problem is

broken up into N different cases:

Case 1: The first alternative is chosen.

For this to occur, the following must be true:

X113 + yi x2p 4. 72

X1P 11 > X3P 73

Xlp yi
2. go -1- '7N

Since YI,....,7N are independent, the probability density

function of the above event is:

3,i,113—X2134-y1 Xip—X014-yi

f(Y )( f(y2)dy2 ... f(yN)dyNi
5 

Y1
v

.1111.11CC
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This is because yi
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is allowed to take on any value but

Yi X10—Xip+y1, i = 2,...N. f(yi) is the density function

of
Yi'

The above expression may be written as

f(II)F(X1p—X2P+11).. F(X1P—XNVy1)dy1

where F(') is the cumulative distribution of f(.).

The contribution to the utility from the first alterna—

tive is:

Pil1)f(y1)F(X113—X2P+1,1)... F(XIP—XNft+yi)dyi

Similarly, N such cases could be constructed and the

expected utility is:

0+Y MY1)F(X1P—X2P+y1)... F(X0-40+yi)dy1

PcliN)f(yN)F(XNP—X1P+YN)... F(X +yN)dyN

In order to compare X and X°, one has to evaluate the

above expression at X and X° and see which is bigger.

Unfortunately, the expression is analtyically intractable

and, due to many terms of the form exp(—erk), difficult to

evaluate numerically.
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